Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March Book 1)

Amanda Quicks bestselling trademark is a
combination of suspense and passion in
historical tales alight with sparkling wit
and brimming with dangerous intrigue.
Now she serves up the most tantalizing
novel of her career as an enterprising
woman allies herself with a mysterious
spy, only to be caught in a seething brew of
treachery
and temptation....From the
moment he burst into her antiquities shop
in Rome, Lavinia Lake knew the stranger
was nothing but trouble. He said he was in
pursuit of a killer. He swore he was only
trying to save her. Yet no matter what he
claimed, Lavinia was convinced that Mr.
Tobias March was bent instead on
destroying her.
And when the
self-described spy hustled her and her niece
out of the shop and back to England,
Lavinia could only hope that one day she
would would find a way to repay Mr.
March in full.But Lavinia never imagined
the shocking circumstances under which
they would meet again ... or that soon he
would become more deadly and more
compelling with each passing day.In the
business of making private inquiries,
Tobias March had been hired to trade down
a powerful villain who even now was
intent on assuming control of a vast
criminal organization. Yet in his search he
had found nothing but one dead end and
one dead body after another.And then, just
as his investigation was heating up once
more, he found his mission and his life
complicated by the most ungovernable,
unpredictable, exasperating woman he had
ever met.Faced with a tangled web of
deceit and danger, Tobias had no choice
but to form a partnership with Lavinia, a
lady whose past could only be described as
slightly shady. Yet when he persuaded her
to become his associate, neither Tobias nor
Lavinia realized that their heated disputes
would spark a sizzling desire or that the
deeper they kept digging for the truth, the
deeper they were digging their own
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graves....From the Hardcover edition.

In Slightly Shady, Quick tells the story of Lavinia Lake, an Englishwoman who returns to England after her antiques
shop in Rome is destroyed by a stranger whoFrom Book 1: Amanda Quicks bestselling trademark is a combination of
suspense and Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March Book 1) (Dec 18, 2007).Lavinia Lake / Tobias March Book
Series (3 Books). All Formats Kindle Edition. From Book 1. Amanda 1. Slightly Shady by Amanda Quick (March 26,
2002).Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March Book 1) at .
Read honest and unbiased product: Slightly Shady: Lake & March, Book 1 (Audible Audio Edition): Amanda SHADY
is Book One in a series starring Lavinia Lake and Tobias March.Buy Slightly Shady: Number 1 in series (Lake and
March Trilogy) by Amanda Quick (ISBN: Book 1 of 3 in the Lavinia Lake / Tobias March SeriesEditorial Reviews.
Review. Theres something Slightly Shady about Lavinia Lake. Book 1 of 3 in Lavinia Lake / Tobias March (3 Book
Series)Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March) by [Quick, Amanda] . Browse a new selection of discounted
Kindle Books each month. 1 offer from ?4.20 DontSlightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March) eBook: Amanda
Quick: : Kindle-Shop. Buch 1 von 3 in Lavinia Lake / Tobias March (3 Book Series)Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake and
Tobias March, Band 1) Amanda Quick ISBN: If you start an Amanda Quick book in the late afternoon, youll
probablyA historical mystery with a bit of romance. Book 1 - Slightly Shady . The second in the Lavinia Lake/Tobias
March trilogy, this book continues to please afterSlightly Shady: Amanda Quick: 9780553583366: Books - . Only 1 left
in stock (more on the way). Ships from and sold by . Start reading Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March) on
your Kindle in under a minute. Dont have aSlightly Shady by Amanda Quick, book 1. Slightly Shady [Abridged
Audiobook] by Amanda Quick, Abridged audiobook - 1. Dont Look Back by Amanda QuickEditorial Reviews. From
Publishers Weekly. Private investigators Lavinia Lake and Tobias What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Slightly Shady (Lavinia Lake / Tobias March Book 1) Kindle Edition. Amanda Quick.
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